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METEOR Co-phasing Segmented Optics (CSO)

SUMMARY
Increasing the telescope diameter from few meter class telescopes towards
tens of meters and beyond, gets segmentation increasingly important in or-
der to keep the telescope mechanically and optically feasible, and minimizes
failure risks. Large segmented telescope projects from the ground or in space
incorporate a breathtaking number of components or subsystems that are
technically challenging and have barely never been used in routine opera-
tion at an astronomical telescope. Deploying segmented optics on large scale
structures turns active and adaptive optics into co-phasing optics that strives
for aligning multiple optical paths in real time operation, where reliable and
low-downtime operation is essential for a scientific rewarding.Co-phasing op-
tics that correct for the misalignment of individual segments of the primary
segmented mirror is a key optical process to reach exquisite image quality and

stability: to bring the segmented telescope maximum performance close to the ideal single mirror case. This METEOR is inherently
connected to forthcoming projects such as ELTs (European ELT, TMT, GMT) and NASA space missions (JWST, LUVOIR).

OBJECTIVES

Students following this METEOR
are expected to acquire knowledge
in both theoretical and practical co-
phasing optics, telescope optics, and
high-contrast imaging instrumentation
with segmented telescopes, including
laboratory experimentation, numerical
modeling, system dimensioning. They
will focus on international projects and
benefit from intensive training by re-
search.

PREREQUISITES

This course contains literature sur-
veys and planning projects that are de-
signed to introduce the concepts and

techniques of telescope and co-phasing
optics. Because the topics explored are
optics and telescope design, it covers
geometrical and Fourier optics back-
grounds. Knowledge in these areas is
expected, as well as interest in numer-
ical modeling and practices. A natural
interest in astronomical optics and in-
strumentation is a must.

THEORY

by P. Martinez

The theoretical part of this ME-
TEOR will provide insights in (1) tele-
scope optics: understanding the rela-
tionship between the telescope optical
structure and image diffraction charac-
teristics, (2) a global introduction to
segmented telescope projects, architec-
tures, and impact on the image qual-
ity, (3) segmented telescopes needs and
requirements, (4) the state-of-the-art
of co-phasing systems, including fun-
damental limitations and systems tech-
nological maturity, (5) laboratory illus-
trations with the SPEED testbed, (6)
specialized courses for co-phasing loop

control, systems dimensioning and nu-
merical modeling. A specific care to
the dichotomy occurring between space
and ground-based observatories will be
discussed.

APPLICATIONS

by P. Martinez

The application part of this ME-
TEOR will provide specialized courses
including laboratory practice with the
SPEED testbed, numerical modeling
with generic and peculiar co-phasing
systems, and performance evaluation.
Theses courses will cover the area of
the telescope architectures, co-phasing
optics and sensors, diffraction suppres-
sion systems (coronagraphy).

In particular, this module will ben-
efit from numerical modeling training
to simulate part or a whole system,
and will take advantage from a priv-
ileged access to the SPEED instru-
mental facility (Segmented Pupil Ex-
periment for Exoplanet Detection) at
the Lagrange laboratory. The SPEED
project is an optical platform for test-
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ing systems and subsystems for high-
contrast imaging (exoplanet detection)
with segmented telescopes. The project
supported by various partners (La-
grange, OCA, UNS, CNES, ESO, Air-
bus Defense and Space, PACA, EU)
and collaborations: LESIA (Paris), Sub-
aru Telescope (Hawaii) and LAM (Mar-
seille).

MAIN PROGRESSION STEPS

The METEOR programm is structured
in 7 chapters:

• introduction,

• first-order optics,

• second-order optics,

• basics of telescope optics,

• segmented telescope optics,

• active optics,

• active control implementation.

These chapters will be treated dur-
ing the first five weeks of the ME-
TEOR. All along these chapters, com-
puter practicum (class or home work as-
signments using numerical simulations)
will be proposed for a better under-
standing of theoretical and practical as-
pects treated in the course. They are
also relevant for practicing with numer-
ical simulations and for the preparation
of the individual projects. The aspects

covered by the computer practicum are
(non exhaustive list):

• magnitude and phase,

• 2D Fourier transform,

• Zernike/PSF/MTF,

• piston errors,

• interaction and control matrix.

Further, during that period, reading as-
signments, separately from references
given along each chapter, will be pro-
posed where oral/written questions are
asked.
Starting week 2 or week 3 indi-
vidual projects (numerical/laboratory
projects) start with the support of the
SPEED bench. Completion of individ-
ual projects are expected at the end of
week 6.
At the end of week 6, individual projects
end and the completion of the project
reports are expected.
Week 7, the last week, will be dedicated
to the final exam, and the preparation
of METEOR final oral presentation

EVALUATION

Active learning is expected and evalua-
tions will be proposed in the form of:

• reading assignments (writ-
ten/oral questions may be
asked);

• homework assignments (oral pre-
sentation may be asked);

• part way through the METEOR
a numerical project will be pro-
posed and will be coached and
facilitated;

• upon availability of the SPEED
testbed lab experiments for
hands-on experience with the
hardware and software compo-
nents that make up a cophasing
optics system will be made pos-
sible;

• a final exam (conceptual essay
and/or questions and quantita-
tive problems).

The final note of the METEOR will be
composed for 40% defense evaluation
at the end of the METEOR, 30% evalu-
ation (final exam + homework/reading
assignments evaluations), and for 30%
evaluation with the class project.
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